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This master thesis is research about improving and implementing Preventive Maintenance
(PM) systems in building material production plant. Finnsementti Oy, a Cement Roadstone
Holding (CRH) based company is a building material production plant in Lappeenranta
which produce cement. The plant desire to improve its PM plans for the consistency of kiln
operation. The research aim is to find the maintenance gaps that has often cause kiln stop.
The research aims to suggest necessary maintenance action that will increase the working
performance of kiln. The research scope is limited to the kiln area which include Preheating
tower, kiln, clinker cooler and clinker conveyer.
It was found that the Finnsementti cement plant is in need of improving their PM. The
information gathered throughout this research was used to create and guide Finnsementti in
generating PM systems by focusing on some of the mechanical issues that occurred in the
last few years. The research focuses on a set few numbers of issues as there are a wide range
of problems that can occur during production. The main sources of information used
throughout this project were, published literature, internal company data, Finnsementti
personal, and the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) of the different equipment used
on the site. To represent the gathered data Fault Tree Diagram (FTD), risk analysis charts
and surveys were used. The FTDs represents a sequence of events that can occur during
different issues encountered. These FTDs highlight the basic need for PM. The risk analysis
conducted on the plant equipment used internal company data to find the critical equipment
for the kiln area. A survey was circulated within the company to get the opinion of the
workforce of the current setup of the maintenance department. A maturity matrix was used
to find the current level of maintenance being achieved by the plant. It was found that the
majority of the unplanned kiln stops were due to a lack of PM. A list of suggestions was
proposed based on the findings of this research.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Cement is the most important material in the construction sector. It is a finely ground gray
powder consisting of raw materials extracted from the earth crust. Cement is the main
ingredient for concrete. There are several types of cement depending on the chemical
makeup of the different ratios of raw materials used to produce the cement. Once it is mixed
with other raw materials such as sand, gravel, and water it changes form into a moist paste
before drying creating concrete. Joseph Aspdin was thought to be one of the founders of
cement, who later in 1824 was given a patent for the process of obtaining “Portland
Cement”.(Igliński, Buczkowski 2017, p. 702-720) Modern day cement manufacturing takes
place in a cement production facility. The cement factory is made up of several different
production stages. Each stage consists of several large industrial equipment to process the
required materials to produce the final product cement. The cement industry is very much in
the large-scale industrial sector. The process involved in producing cement deals with
several hundred tons an hour. In the production plant there are big operating machine-like
kiln, raw mill, cement mills, coolers, conveyers which extends over meters, storage silos
whose ability ranges thousands of tones. For the smooth production all these operating
machines should function properly and need to be in sound condition. All the equipment
involve for industrial operation can only function properly and kept in sound condition by
implementing good maintenance program.

Maintenance is a simple step by step action which can be either in document form or oral
instruction followed with care in daily operation to take care of the plant. The instruction is
followed by the maintenance personal who make sure that the equipment runs with in the
operating limits.(Sutton 2015, p. 272-369) Running the cement plant needs good
maintenance team that can think outside of normal situation to improve the maintenance
quality within the given budget. When cement plant gets older, due to older machineries and
components, the workload on the maintenance department might increase due to high wear
rates of the critical components. Corporate management ensures new tool for the
management team to increase the reliability of the system. The new tool includes detail
analysis of vibration, temperature analysis, ultrasonic testing, checking variable speed drive,
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Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS). Reliability engineering guide
this plan to ensure high efficiency. They are: (Conklin, Stewart et al. May 2011, p. 1-7)
•

Finding root cause of the problem

•

Continuous improvement on the plans

•

Condition based maintenance

•

Analysis of failure and its effect.

Figure 1 shows three various kinds of maintenance strategy that are implemented for smooth
operation of the plant. Maintenance improvement (MI) and Corrective Maintenance (CM)
are very high investment process to implement in the plant. The maintenance cost takes 10%
to 40% of the total production cost. In addition to the normal cost, one third of the
maintenance cost is unnecessarily spent on CM and ineffective implementation of Preventive
Maintenance (PM) plans. (Salonen, Deleryd 2011, p. 63-73)

Figure 1. Structure of Maintenance (Mobley 2004, p. 1-10)

The impact of effective PM in production plants contributes towards efficient operation of
the plant One of the case studies where effective maintenance had influenced the
productivity and profitability can be seen at Swedish paper-mill industry, which generate 7.8
million Swedish Kronor (SEK) which is 0.975 million $. This is about 12.5% of the yearly
budget of maintenance when all the unplanned stops are avoided.(Alsyouf 2007, p. 70-78)
It also helps to understand the nature of upcoming bigger problem and predict before its
arrival.
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Energy consumed by industrial sector of ranges from 30% to 70% of their total consumption
in some countries. The cement plant uses electrical energy, thermal energy, crude oil, solid
recovered fuel, coal, and natural gas. (Zhang, Maleki et al. 2019, p. 245-256). The cement
plant consumes about 15% of total industrial energy. The shared consumption of the
electricity for modern cement plant is about 110-120 kWh per ton of cement and
consumption of thermal energy is 25% of cement production cost. (Madlool, Saidur et al.
2011, p. 2042-2060). Cement plant has been one of the biggest sources for the energy
consumption. The consumption of the energy in the plant is divided into different sections.
Raw milling, clinker making process and cement milling are the major sector which need
major energy supply. In Figure 2, the energy consumption ratio in the cement plant has been
shown.

Figure 2. Energy consumption ratio division in cement plant (Su, Chan et al. 2013, p. 481486)

The chart from Figure 2 shows that cement mill area contributes 39%, highest energy
consumption while clinker burning process contribute 28.4% and raw milling process holds
28%. Further division of the area of energy consumption are listed below. (Su, Chan et al.
2013, p. 481-486)
•

Raw material process area

•

Clinker burning area

•

Finish grinding

•

Other
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Each of the area in the cement plant consume electricity to operate machinery equipments.
Clinker burning is a very intense process where most of the electricity is used to rotate the
kiln. Therefore, any unplanned kiln stop can be very big loss for the company as it requires
extra electricity to restart the kiln if it get failed.

Background of Research
This research study is done for Finnsementti Oy, a Cement Roadstone Holding (CRH) based
company is building material production plant. Finnsementti Oy produces cements at the
plant. It produces four various kinds of CEM I and CEM II grade cements. The cement name
depends on clinker type. The cement produce by Lappeenranta plant are rapid cement, super
rapid cement, oiva cement and sulphur resistance cement. (Finnsementti 2019) The cement
production manufacturing process implies use of machines like electric motor, pumps,
compressor, cooling tower, kiln, cement mills, raw mills, and transportation. But, among all
the other equipment kiln is the major component of the plant. (Madlool, Saidur et al. 2011,
p. 2042-2060) The kiln at Lappeenranta plant had stopped 68 times in the year 2019. The
availability of the of the kiln to produce clinker is expected to be 95% in a full year.
(Finnsementti 2019)
Kiln availability =

kiln run hours
hours in a year – planned stop hours

(1)

This issue has started long time ago but with the time, problem got more frequent and serious.
The problems were assumed to be effect of long-term ineffective PM where mechanical
equipment is affected. Maintenance actions are required in order to fix the problems and get
plant running. These maintenance actions can be for instance, replacement of the damaged
component or fixing the equipment by an expert or in some instances both.

The new kiln was installed in 2007 at Lappeenranta cement plant. The capacity of the new
kiln is 2000 tons of clinker per day. The plant was facing unplanned stops with different
issue each time. Every unplanned kiln stop is expensive. This situation makes need of
investigation and study the details to find important PM action to solve the problem. During
the research it was found that, mechanical reason has caused the stops 29 times in a year.
(Finnsementti 2019) This research study focuses on the mechanical failure that leads to the
stoppage of the kiln. The thesis will study the frequency of kiln stop and the nature of
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reoccurring issue too. It is important to see different problem that makes the kiln stop.
Implementing effective PM can drive to permanent solution and reduce the maintenance cost
in long run operation.

Research Objective
The purpose of this thesis is to suggest PM plans on the kiln area. Mechanical failures for
kiln stops are the main concern issue for this study that cause loss in the production. The
research will make a literature review on the cement plant, kiln area and importance on PM
plan. This literature review will open the latest ideas and trend going around cement plant
and importance on PM. The kiln area is built upon the structure of the company and might
differ to other production plant. The research gives an outlook of Fault Tree Diagram (FTD)
for the mechanical failure that has brought a kiln stop. Risk analysis will be made for
different failure condition of the mechanical equipment The PM plan will be made with the
help of recent literature review and experience-based from the company. PM plans will help
regularly check status of the equipment. It will guide the engineers to act before the major
problem occur. System Application and Products (SAP) software is used to keep records of
the maintenance. It is used as a major source of record to follow and update the performance
of the machine. Since, this PM plans are at very early stage, it needs to be updated in
following days.

Research Problem
A well functional equipment in the cement plant is result of good performance on
maintenance department. In cement plants, operation of motor, conveyors, bearing etc. are
challenging due to the environment because the environment is very dusty, and it will change
the normal working condition. Due to challenging working environment for the components,
maintenance is vital to ensure smooth operation of the plant. Unplanned kiln stop has been
a major problem in the plant since few years. The problems were solved with CM approach.
The cost of CM was increasing rapidly. The company noticed; PM plan was missing
throughout the plant. Currently most of the PM actions are done by external contractors for
Finnsementti Oy. The contractor company does not have any standard maintenance plan
strategy. The contractors were following the plan which has been outdated in context to
current condition. All the history and data related to the PM operation related to kiln area
are not in the company record. Economically, the stoppage of the kiln is expensive for the
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plant. Ideally it should have an efficiency rate above 90% in terms of working hrs. in the
calendar year. It is a key indicator of Key Performance Index (KPI). This research attempts
to show major problems related to kiln stoppage and provide some proper approach to deal
with them. To find major problems and give right approach to solution, some question to be
answer are:
How mechanical problem led to the Kiln stop?
What will be the effect of PM plans at the Kiln area and Why?
What PM plans are needed for the kiln area of plant?

Delimitation
The Kiln area of the cement plant is very important, interesting, and challenging. There are
challenges to make the production smooth and keep the kiln running. Kiln is the major part
of the cement plant. The kiln stops at the production can occur due to four major reasons.
● Failure of the equipment (Mechanical Failure)
● Unstable process or chemical attack (Process Failure)
● Failure related to Electricity (Electrical Failure)
● Automation failure
There is multiple equipment at the plant which are involved in the production and functional
simultaneously. The aim of this study is to make PM plans for the major mechanical problem
that has led to the failure of the kiln stop. The malfunction of the kiln had made an adverse
effect on the production at the plant. There are more problems that concern issue with the
process technology and electrical problem which has made kiln stop for 37 times (Appendix
I). The thesis will not make any plans taking in consideration of other than mechanical
failure. The thesis will show set of mechanical problems only in symbolic way to show the
need of PM. Other mechanical problems still exist in the plant but are not taken into
consideration during this research. The normal overhaul time, that is planned stop, has also
made kiln stop for longer period of time but will not be accounted for during this research.

Thesis Structure
The thesis will be presented in the following way. The first chapter will give the introduction
of the overall topic of the research, research problem and the target of the research. The
second chapter will discuss the flow of research. It will show what methods are being used
in the thesis. The third chapter will give the theoretical information about the cement plant.
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It will give brief information on cement production and the concern area that is being
considered in this thesis. Fourth chapter explain the importance of PM focusing on the
production plant. Different maintenance policy will be presented briefly. Different
mechanical problems encountered at the plant will be presented in fifth chapter in the form
of result in this research. FTD will be drawn for the main equipment used in kiln area. Sixth
chapter will analysis the mechanical problems of the plant, prepare a maturity matrix to
understand current maintenance situation and suggest the PM plans. Seventh chapter will
make a discussion on the thesis and eighth chapter will conclude the writing on thesis.
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2

RESEARCH METHODS

This chapter will explain the approach idea taken during this thesis. The purpose of this
thesis is to make an effective PM plan for the kiln area. During the study different sources
are used to solve the research questions. Figure 3 shows the flow of the research.

Main problem
Literature review
Fault tree diagram for mechanical failure
Risk analysis for the mechanical failure
Maturity matrix of the plant maintenace
Reliability, validity and sensivity analysis
PM plans
Figure 3. Research flow path

The research method taken to extract information was literature review, document from the
company portal and own observation in the plant. Different failure of mechanical equipment
was analysis through risk analysis and FTD was drawn for the main equipment from kiln
area. With the aim of ensuring realistic PM plan, the PM plan was made by fusion of current
literatures and experience from the company representatives.

Literature Review
The literature review in this thesis has been divided into two parts. The first part explains
the overall view on the cement production and gives the information on kiln area. The second
part of literature review highlight the information on the importance of maintenance in the
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production plant. The literature review was done through scientific articles, books, journals
found in the scientific data like Scopus, science-direct, springer link and academic library of
Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT). Most of the literature gathered are not older
than 15 years. The main target will be to keep the reference as latest as possible. The main
key word used to find the literature material are “cement plant”, “kiln”, “kiln area”, “cyclone
tower in cement plant”, “grate cooler”, “clinker transport”, “maintenance plan”,
“maintenance fundamentals”, “PM”, “yearly overhaul importance”, “fault tree diagram”,
“risk analysis” and “SAP”. The keywords were also combined with the Boolean operation
such as AND and OR to find the best result.

Identification of Problem
There are wide range of problems in the plant. Therefore, it is very important to focus on the
problem related to the topic. Kiln stop has been the main issue for the plant. This research is
focused on the creating the PM plans for the kiln area. Finnsementti Oy has been facing
unwanted kiln stop for prolonged period. For making a good PM plans, it is important to
know the existing problem in the plant. The mechanical equipment was analyzed with risk
analyses and FTD was made of each equipment considered in kiln area. Maturity matrix was
developed to understand maintenance level of the plant

Risk Analysis
Risk is a factor which appear in all the system which cannot be neglected but it needs to be
minimized by creating good plans to the system. From the maintenance point of view, risk
is valid to each equipment until all the equipment keep working. It is good maintenance plan
that can reduce the risk of getting failure.

Risk is condition where likelihood of the hazard and contributor to the risk (loss) is
evaluated. In other words, risk analysis can be defined as evaluation of frequency of risk and
potential risk that is from or to the system. This approach is mostly used to identify the rank
order of the problem or the order of the risk. Risk analysis is possible to do in any case, it
can be either a piece of equipment or the complete system.
There are two major part in the risk analysis:
•

Possibility of likelihood: It is the frequency (f) or probability of the event or the
evaluation on how often the problem is likely to happen. The frequency can be taken
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from the real data or from the experience or sometime can be a judgmental from the
expert based on the situation. It can be just a guess if there is no concrete evidence.
•

Assessment of the risk: This is the risk factor that is considered which can cause the
main problem. It can be any factor that has consequence (c).
Therefore, risk (r) =consequence (c) *frequency(f)
𝑟=𝑐∗𝑓

(2)

Maintenance engineer needs to consider the possibility of failure in the system and build the
plan to avoid it. Risk can be categorized into three groups:
•

Intolerable risk: These are the type of risk which are very sensitive towards the
system. Even a small mistake or miscalculation can break the system e.g. improper
plan for the interlock system where after certain fault alarm warning, the system
should stop without further damage.

•

Tolerable risk: These kinds of risk are acceptable up to certain point. After certain
time interval the risk must be addressed and everything should be kept normal. These
kinds of risk need certain time to affect the overall system. It can be a cause for the
chain event e.g. an unbalanced impeller which can run for a time in the system but if
it is not fixed soon, it will destroy components like axel or bearings and results in
system failure.

•

Negligible risk: These risks have very less affect for the system failure. They are
very negligible and insignificant in compare to above two risk factors. They create
only attention for the engineers and need to be fix in long run, for not getting bigger
e.g. cleaning around the machine is good but not considered very critical
job.(Stapelberg 2009, p. 529-798, Modarres, Kaminskiy et al. 2017)

At Lappeenranta cement plant, unplanned kiln stop has been a problem in past year. The
repair and maintenance works need to be done on daily basis. Risk analysis is done
considering within the criteria as discussed above.

Fault Tree Diagram
FTD is a derivative approach where each of the problem are individually marked putting
main cause at the top. FTD is used to show the problems in the system which can lead to
major failure. It is assumed to be one of the simple, easy, most effective tools to analysis any
complex problem. This method creates a chain of connection which lead to the real problem,
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opens all the practical options that could lead to the system failure. It can give a logical view
and opens more what has been going wrong in the system. It will help to gather information
going through the system and opens the door for prevention of the problems. At the current
stage FTD is more comprehensive and practically used in most of the plant to analysis the
failure that occur in the system.(Hu 2016, p. 524-530)

FTD is made for all the equipment that is part of kiln area. All these different sections of kiln
area in the plant goes through the series of process for the clinker production which is
supported by mechanical, electrical and automation departments. Unplanned kiln stop may
be the result of failure in any of these systems. Mechanical equipment consists of all the
physical components like motor, pumps, gears, rollers, bearing that is used in the plant to
transfer the power. Electrical equipments are needed to run the mechanical equipment. These
electrical systems need proper fuse, circuit breaker, temperature reading gauge, speed
monitoring and current reading props. Since, this study is focused to make PM plans for kiln
area considering mechanical failure, other reasons for kiln stop are not accounted.

Experience Based Preventive Maintenance Plan
PM plan will be an important part of this research. There is not any written structure for the
PM plans at the current stage. The PM plans will be created according to the need of the
plant with the experience of the plant maintenance work force. This thesis will also point out
the weakness that is been seen at the maintenance. Much of the latest information will be
gathered from the literature to make the plan practical.

Maturity Matrix Analysis
A maturity matrix is a tool which write down the level of progress in a company. It will help
to know the current conditions of the company and set the goal for the future development.
The matrix holds rows and columns where maturity element will be evaluated. Each column
of the matrix stands for the conditional situation of the plant while each row describes the
element that has been taken into consideration for evaluation. Maturity grid can give a
guideline for the plant from the first stage to the final stage. It is a crucial tool for making
discussion in the plant and give organization positive path for the upcoming days. (González,
Zotano et al. 2017, p. 407-416)
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Reliability, Validity and Sensitivity Analysis
For the analysis of the result a triangular relation was built between the existing problem,
literature review and the PM plans. The main problem and literature review were analyzed
with the following question “What will be the effect of PM plans at the kiln area?” The result
of the literature review and PM plans were analyzed with the following question: “How
mechanical problem leads to the kiln stop?”. In the same way main problem and PM plans
were analyzed by the following question “: “What PM plans are needed for the kiln area of
the plant?”. The correlation among each section is shown in the Figure 4.

Figure 4. Correlation for analysis

To ensure the reliability of the result, the failure of the system will be checked from the
literature review and compared with the actual problem that is existing in the plant. The
reliability will be also ensured by analyzing the result, what critical maintenance plan is
missing in the plant. It will give guideline to other parts of the plant too which may help the
plant to work more efficiently. The validation of the PM plan is done by going through out
the plant, checking the condition, and making plan according to the need. Sensitivity analysis
in this research will be done through the observation, the changes that will bring after
implementing new plans. It will help to review the plan to make necessary changes.
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3

CEMENT PLANT AND KILN AREA

Cement is a material which is formed by grinding limestone, silica sand, clay and iron oxide
containing material. It is a hydraulic binder which means that the material gets hard or bind
together in the presence of water with other material like sand and pebbles. (VDZ 2016)
Cement production is one of the biggest industries in the world. Concrete is the highest
manufactured material on earth (Gao, Shen et al. 2016, p. 553-565). Concrete is one of the
basic needs in the construction sector and it is used worldwide. To keep the production up
to the demand, the cement plant should produce cement in an uninterrupted way. The
demand of the cement gets increasingly everyday as the development is unstoppable.

Cement Plant
The annual production in 2013, of the cement was about 4 Gigatons (GT) (Claisse 2016, p.
155-162). It is expected that the need of the cement by the year 2050 will be about 6 GT per
year (Bhagath Singh, G. V. P., Subramaniam 2019). Maintaining a cement plant is very
challenging because there is several equipment running at the same time and possibilities of
these equipment getting failed are reasonable. Figure 5 show a simple process of cement
production. (Carpio, Ricardo & De, Francisco & Júnior, Sousa & Silva, Rogério 2008)

Figure 5. Layout of cement production plant (Zhang, Maleki et al. 2019, p. 245-256)

It is very important to understand the cement production mechanism and primary machinery
used in the plant. To produce cement, natural raw materials such as limestone are needed.
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For this reason, most cement plants are usually situated beside a limestone quarry. These
raw materials are extracted from the ground and transported to crushing facility for further
processing. Generally large dumper trucks transport the extracted materials to a crusher to
process the limestone and crush the stone to a desired stone size in preparation for the raw
milling process. The blend of limestone and other raw materials is transported to a raw
materials storage facility in preparation for the raw milling process. These raw materials are
then extracted at the desired feeding rates before entering a raw mill. To produce raw meal
a raw mill is needed. There are several types of raw mills, but the two main types of mills
are ball mills and vertical roller mills. The raw materials from the storage facility are fed
onto a total feed conveyor belt and into the raw mill. The raw mill then further grinds down
the raw materials to a desired residue to produce raw meal for the next stage of the process.
The raw meal is then transported using different transport equipment such as elevators, air
slides and extraction screws to large storage silos. These storage silos are charged to
homogenize the raw meal before the next stage of the process. The raw meal is then fed into
the Pre Heating Tower (PHT) and kiln to produce a new compound called clinker. The raw
meal is broken down into its base trace elements before then forming a new compound
clinker. The PHT and kiln work at different pressures and temperatures to achieve the right
process condition to produce clinker. When the clinker is formed it is rapidly cooled in a
cooler before being transported to a storage silo. The most common cooling systems in the
dry process of cement producing kilns are either a grate cooler or planetary coolers. Both
systems cool the clinker as quickly and efficiently as possible before the clinker is
transported to a clinker storage facility. (Gao, Shen et al. 2016, p. 553-565)

The final stage of producing cement is the cement milling stage. Further raw materials are
needed in addition to the clinker to produce the diverse types of cement. These raw materials
are fed into a cement mill at desired fed rates to produce the final product cement. Different
raw materials at different feed rates are used in addition with clinker to produce a wide range
of cement products. The milling equipment are very similar to the raw milling equipment.
Again, the most common cement mills are either ball mills or vertical roller mills. Once the
cement is produced it is transported to storage silos to be either packed in a packing hall or
dispatched into a loading truck. Figure 5 shows one of the complete cycles of the cement
making process. The cement production process is classified into three different processes:
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raw material production, clinker production and cement grinding. (Gao, Shen et al. 2016, p.
553-565)

Kiln area and Process variants
Kiln area is defined where cement clinker production take place. The most important stage
of cement production is the formation of clinker. That is why the kiln is referred so regularly
as the heart of a cement plant. The PHT, kiln, clinker cooling and clinker transport are the
main components of this stage of the process. The PHT and kiln run at extremely high
temperatures in a controlled environment to have the desired process conditions for the
formation of the new compound clinker.
The kiln is heated to around 14500 C in the melting zone using fossil fuels and recycled fuels
such as, solid recycled fuels or waste oil. An induced fan then pulls the heated gas through
the kiln and up through the PHT. Different cement plants can have different PHT
configurations. There are six standard dry process kiln systems. The six systems are:
suspension preheater kiln, in-line calciner with excess air, in-line calciner, separate line
calciner-downdraft, separate line calciner and separate line calciner with In Line Calciner
(ILC) (Wu, Liu et al. 2019, p. 132-141; FLSmidth ) The Lappeenranta plant have a
preheating configuration of ILC.

The raw meal produced is fed into the top of the PHT in counter flow with the gas stream.
The kiln feed moves through each stage of the PHT where heat transfer is the primary aim
for the gas to the kiln feed. Throughout the PHT the temperatures can range from 3000 C at
highest cyclone stage to 9000 C at lowest stage and the kiln inlet. Once the kiln feed reaches
the kiln the raw material is broken down to its base trace elements moving through the
different heat zones of the kiln. The temperature again differs across the kiln but the melting
zone at the kiln burner is where the clinker is formed. Once the clinker is formed it passes
through the kiln and into the cooler. The Lappeenranta plant have a grate cooler where the
clinker is rapidly cooled before transported to a clinker storage facility. The main process
for clinker production takes place within these defined areas. Kiln area in cement plant is
limited in a way where the process begins from cyclone tower and ends to end part clinker
transport. These areas are (Wu, Liu et al. 2019, p. 132-141):
● Cyclone tower or PHT
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● Kiln
● Clinker cooling and transport mechanism
Figure 6 shows the correlation of kiln with other areas for clinker production. It is true that
each of the area have equal importance in running the kiln in continuous order. The critical
equipments are interlocked with kiln.

Figure 6. Kiln area in cement plant (Wu, Liu et al. 2019, p. 132-141)

The physical appearance of the kiln area is shown in Figure 6. This is a common location
order for PHT, kiln, grate cooler appearance in the cement plant. Any major failure within
these areas have immediate impact in the kiln operations which leads to kiln stop.

Pre Heating Tower
Cyclone preheater typically consist of four to five cyclone stage which is positioned one
after another which is about 50m to 100m tall depending on the type of PHT and Kiln (VDZ
2016). The dry kiln process is considered as the most efficient way to produce the cement
where a multi-layer of cyclones is attached within it for heating up the raw material before
going into the kiln. Cyclone PHTs in cement plants have been developed to increase the heat
exchange between the raw materials and the exhaust gases from heating the kiln. (Mikulčić,
Vujanović et al. 2014, p. 89-96). The Lappeenranta plant is inbuild with ILC configuration
where the exhaust gases are pulled up through the calciner then through the down comer and
into highest stage of cyclone tower number 5, leading onto stage 4, stage 3, stage 2, and
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lowest stage 1 before exiting the PHT completely. Figure 7 shows the multi-stage preheating cyclone tower which is used to separate the particles.

Figure 7. Model of PHT. (Madlool, Saidur et al. 2011, p. 2042-2060)

The cyclone tower uses the principle of centrifugal force to separate the particles. The
cyclone creates this centrifugal force which forces the particles outward due to their mass.
The gas being pulled by the induced fan adopts a revolving spiral flow creating a double
vertex. The double spiral gas flow consists of an outer stream flowing downwards, and an
inner stream flowing upwards. Gas will pass from one stream to the other and then they meet
the particles suspended in the streams are forced to the outside of the cyclone and fall
downward. This process happens in each stage of the cyclones in the PHT. The heat from
the gas is transferred to the particles through each cyclone before finally entering the kiln. A
good efficient cyclone can remove the particle size of 5µm.(Miller 2015, p. 145-196). The
heat produced by the kiln will heat up the kiln feed and dry out continuously in each of the
cyclones.(Kashani, Mohebbi et al. 2018, p. 430-441) In the modern cement production plant
the cyclone tower mostly consists up to six cyclone stages. Adding one cyclone layer in the
four-layer cyclone tower save about 25kcal/kg while taking fuel consumption in
consideration. Adding sixth layer of cyclone tower could further save 15-20kcal/kg energy
in fuel consumption.(Alsop A. Philip 2014, p. 66-67)
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In the PHT the main components must be checked regularly due to the very high
temperatures of the process. The refractory on the inside of the cyclones protect the structural
integrity of the structural steel of the cyclones. Pressures and temperatures are checked in a
central control room to ensure a stable and efficient tower is in operation. (DeYoung David
2008, p. 1) During the clinker production process, the cyclone tower needs to be used in a
controlled and stable condition. Any obstacle in any of the cyclones in the tower or in the
calciner can create complex process issues for the running of a stable process.

Kiln
Kiln can be defined as an elastic body which is large hollow cylindric shape, supported by
live rings at distinct positions. The kiln is the heart of the cement plant. The kiln is a hot
rotating cylinder where the temperature can be divided into different zones. In an ILC kiln,
the first zone of inlet where the temperatures are around 800-900 0C. In the middle zone,
liquid phase begins at temperature range about 1000-1200 0C and from there the material
moves forward to the burning zone where the temperature is 1300-1500 0C. This is where
the clinker compound is formed.(Wu, Liu et al. 2019, p. 132-141) The Kiln itself has very
complex parts and it should be regularly checked and maintained properly. Failure to any of
the equipment or auxiliary equipment for the kiln will immediately result in a plant
stop.(Zhao, Lu et al. 2019, p. 537-541)

The failure has direct impact on the mechanical equipment. The listed problem below is an
example how failure in other parts of kiln area can be reason for kiln stop.
● Failure of equipment such as electric motor, hydraulic pump that moves cooler.
● Blockage at cyclone tower due to unbalance process method.
● Failure of clinker transport mechanism.
● Insufficient supply of fuel.
The length of the kilns can depend upon the production plant and the diameter can exceed
over 4m. Raw meal is feed from one side which can be either dry or wet and the hard clinker
comes as a product from the other end of kiln. Kilns are usually heated by a direct source
which is a burner. The main fuel used in the burner can be a range of fossil fuels mainly coal,
petcock, diesel or different flammable gases. The burner is placed against the flow of the
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material.(Meyer, Pisch et al. 2016, p. 335-347) Figure 8 shows the typical diagram of the
rotary kiln.

Figure 8. Rotating Kiln (Meyer, Pisch et al. 2016, p. 335-347)

As shown in the Figure 8 only raw material is feed from the feeding end but the fuel through
the burner, the oxygen level in the kiln is measured from the opposite end. The end where
the burner is burning the fire flame is the hottest zone in kiln. The necessary secondary air
is feed from the opposite end too. Kilns consist of number of parts. These parts need to be
supported properly for the continuous run. The important installed part are as follows:
(Saidur, Hossain et al. 2011, p. 2487-2500)
•

Rotatory kiln shell

•

Kiln live rings

•

Support rollers

•

Thrust rollers

•

Main drive

•

Toothed ring and drive pinion

•

Sealing of kiln at inlet and outlet parts

•

Burner

Clinker Cooler and Clinker Transport
When the hot clinker gets ready to travel through the cooling zone, cement plant had different
approach to perform the movement of clinker. The clinker cooler is divided into three
different zones. They are precooling zone, heat recovery zone and the cooling zone. This is
how the hot temperature get slowly reduced There are several types of clinker cooler option
in the market. Some of the common and widely used clinker coolers are: (VDZ 2016)
•

Grate coolers

•

Rotary coolers
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•

Satellite coolers.

Out of these several types of cooler, Lappeenranta plant uses reciprocating grate coolers and
this type of cooler is only explained with detail. The hot molten material that comes to the
burning zone of kiln drops down to the grate clinker cooler. The grate cooler is divided into
three different sections. The temperature at the cooler ranges from 100oC to 120oC.
(Mujumdar, Ganesh et al. 2007, p.2590-2607; Shao, Cui et al. 2017, p. 77-86) The clinker
gets to the cooler at its uniform temperature. The external fan pulls the cold air from outside
towards the hot clinker for cooling. The grate coolers are designed to have several fans for
cooling which is independent to each other and can be controlled individually. Some of the
fans add the secondary air while the remaining other fans add to tertiary air in the cooler.
The model of the grate cooler can be seen in Figure 9. It shows the direction of hot clinker
which is dropped from the kiln. It shows the working direction of the grate cooler. Clinker
is moved forward where the temperature is constantly reduced. (Taweel, Sokolova et al.
2018, Acuña, Martin-Villalba et al. 2012, p. 331-336)

Figure 9. Grate Cooler (Shao, Cui et al. 2017, p. 77-86)

The base of the grate cooler is rectangular in shape where the length and height are different
to each other. The bottom is filled with clinker and air. The clinker moves horizontally with
the constant velocity. The movement is done by the hydraulic pump which constantly push
the plate. The fan below attached continuously blows cold air which is vertical to the
movement of the clinker. (Acuña, Martin-Villalba et al. 2012, p. 331-336)

When the solid clinker from the cooler goes through the crusher, it is dropped to the conveyer
where the clinker is transported from one place to the another. Conveyers can be defined as
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fixed and moveable part which is used to transport materials from point A to B. It is normally
installed in a place where the workflow is very constant. In the cement plant, clinker
transport is considered as bulk transport and chain conveyers are used to transport because
the clinker has elevated temperature and the chain conveyer have high tolerances. (Fonseca,
Uppal et al. 2004, p. 615-623)

There is various type of mechanical conveyer which can be used in the cement plant for
transport mechanism. Some of them are listed as below: (VDZ 2016)
•

Belt conveyer

•

Chain conveyer

•

Apron conveyer

•

Screw conveyer

•

Vibrating conveyer

•

Roller conveyer

•

Bucket elevator.

Out of the listed conveyers only apron conveyer is explained in short because this kind of
conveyer is mostly used of transporting abrasive and hot materials. Apron conveyer is a kind
of chain conveyer where the chains are connected to each other used for traction to rotate
the conveyer. Figure 10 shows the diagram of apron conveyer. The piles of box are
connected to the chain in which the material is carried.

Figure 10. Model of apron conveyer (VDZ 2016)
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The material drops from the top of the clinker chute and get collected on to the bucket which
rotates from head station to tail station. At the end of head station, the material gets dropped
towards the storage. The main part involved in the apron conveyer which are:
•

the supports of the frame

•

head station

•

tail station

•

the chain which connects the buckets

•

rollers with its spacing

•

electric motor which drive the system

Summary
The summary of the chapter is to flow clear information about the cement plant. A brief
mechanism of the cement making process is being described and division of different section
of the cement plant has been shown. The chapter is more focus on kiln and other variables
which had important impact during the kiln run. This chapter clears about kiln area and
different section has been included in this work. Each sections of kiln area related in this
work is being describe briefly to make easy and familiar with the terms.
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4

IMPORTANCE OF MAINTENANCE IN PRODUCTION PLANT

Importance of maintenance in the production plant can be defined as performance of the
equipment to perform without problem for the planned time. After the planned time interval
necessary action is taken to maintain that equipment so that it can perform for the next time
interval again. Maintenance main goal is to maximize the use of equipment in the costeffective manner. The equipment should be safe to use and should not be harmful to the
environment. (R. Keith Mobley 2002, p. 43-59)

Maintenance Fundamentals
A production plant is equipped with many operating machines which needs proper care to
fully function. Maintenance fundamental means either to take an action before or accept the
truth that nothing can be done further anymore. A good maintenance plan also opens the
truth how fast the department can handle catastrophic problem. The main aim of the
maintenance department is to achieve and sustain the following. (R. Keith Mobley 2002, p.
43-59)
•

Maximum availability

•

Maximum operating condition

•

Utilization of maintenance resource to achieve quality result

•

Able to handle and act quickly

•

Run the equipment to its optimum life

PM p-f curve explain the possibilities of failure, where “p” is the possible failure of the
equipment due to its physical condition where the equipment start to behave unusually in
normal condition, whereas “f” is the possible functional failure where the equipment fail to
meet required standard. Therefore, it is very important to know the plant and working
condition at which the equipment is running. Figure 11 shows the p-f curve of a ball bearing
which help to explain the whole situation. All the equipment running at a plant theoretically
follows the same pattern. (Bengtsson, Lundström 2018, p. 118-125)
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Figure 11. p-f curve for ball bearing (Bengtsson, Lundström 2018, p. 118-125)

Checking the equipment condition and taking the maintenance action can prolong the life of
the equipment. Figure 11 shows the importance of time and condition for equipment. At the
first phase, the bearing is assumed to be in good condition but there is high risk of potential
failure after it is in use. After a certain time, failure starts to occur, there will the sign of
change in vibration, during the oil analysis some metal particles can be found during the test.
If no action is taken at this point, during the upcoming few weeks there will be high pitch
sound during the operation and within no time the bearing start to get heated up causing the
functional failure. PM is a key factor now when the ball bearing start to show the initial sign
of the failure. If the action is taken early enough, the failure can be avoided to a certain
extent. (Bengtsson, Lundström 2018, p. 118-125)

Normally production plant has three types of approach for maintenance management. They
are major three division in PM approach. (R. Keith Mobley 2002, p. 43-59)
•

Run-to-failure

•

MI

•

PM
•

Condition based maintenance

•

Scheduled maintenance
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Run-to-failure Management
The idea of run-to-failure management system is very simple. It gives a straight meaning
that run the machine until it fails. There is no need of any action in this system until the
machine fails. The idea is if it is not broken then do not fix it. This management system has
been in use since the first manufacturing plant was built. It does not need any thinking for
the management. This management approach does not spend any money on any of the
equipment until its broken. This is kind of maintenance where it waits for the machine to fail
to consider any action. After the machine breaks, the maintenance department get into action
and calls for the expert as soon as possible. This is the most expensive format in maintenance
management where the workers are needed at any cost. The other expenses associated in this
management system are:
•

Immediate need of spare parts

•

Increased overtime work

•

Production stopped for longer period

Since there are no action or plans considered during the operation, there is high possibility
to all the possible failure in the plant. (Mobley 2004, p. 1-10)

Maintenance Improvement
MI is a very long and continues process. It needs a lot of research and different unusual
situation where different problems come up with different solutions. It is possible to say that
maintenance ideas are not only cost center, but it is a profit generating action. A good MI
process involves identification, research, and implementation of many repair, replace and
inspection decisions. It is concerned with the development of best maintenance idea in each
unit of the plant. It should be able to answer what kind of failure happen, why it happened
and what actions will help not to repeat the same problem again. (Alsyouf 2007, p. 70-78)
Many of the cases it is possible to get deep involvement in maintenance and then forget plan
and restrict the need where it is needed. For example, for a rolling equipment bearing is very
important and in the production plant it is possible for the bearing to operate at dark, dirty
and located at difficult position. The inspector who goes on the round may not grease the
bearing every time as compare to the location where it has easy access, as a result it gets
worst every other day. This is very natural in the big plant, but the problem can be solved by
fixing permanently lubricated which are long life bearings. If it is not possible then at least
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an automated greasing system can be installed. Modern equipment needs more maintenance
improving plan for smooth operation. (R. Keith Mobley 2002, p. 43-59)

Preventive Maintenance Management
With the development of the technology, the value of the operating equipment use in
production gets more critical. The time and the competition to earn more profit become more
important. Therefore, the plant cannot effort stoppage of production process of long period
of time. The equipment become more complex and immediate fixing of the problem is
almost impossible. The plant gradually starts to develop new ideas and plans to take care of
the machines. The combination of all necessary planned action within the planned timetable
is called PM. Most of the PM action for the equipment are suggested by the Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). (Muthanandan, Nor, K. A. B. M. 2019, p. 1-22) Figure 12
shows an example of machine lifetime.

Figure 12. Bathtub curve for an equipment (Mobley 2004, p. 1-10)

The PM definition can be varied form each production plant. But all the PM action is based
on the time. It defines the maintenance task based on time or hours of operation. The mean
time to failure (MTTF) or bathtub curve shows that when the machine is new, there is
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maximum possibilities of getting break down. The cause can be due to wrong installation or
defect in product which can be identified only after running the machine for certain period.
After the machine get through few weeks of time, then possibility of failure gets very low
for certain time. Following the curve, the failure after the normal lifetime becomes
unstoppable. The PM plan must be made consideration MTTF statistic. (Mobley 2004, p. 110) Production planning and the PM are two different areas, but they can be considered as
two side of a same coin. It is very hard to keep them apart as both move together parallel to
each other. PM work needs good knowledge and time, which avoided can be used for
production which increase the profit margin but on the other hand delaying the PM action
increase the probability of the machine failure. In practice, both these activities are
performed independently although there is a strong relationship between them. Therefore,
there is a good chance of conflict during production planning and PM action. It is very
important to integrate PM planning and scheduling the job at correct timetable. It is found
from the study that for a single machine with the good coordination between production
planning and PM there has been an average improvement on minimal repair to failure
approximately by 2% and occasional improvement have jumped up to 20%.(Cassady,
Kutanoglu 2005, p 304-309)

Condition Based Maintenance
The heart of the condition-based maintenance is condition monitoring which in principle is
to analysis data and interpret the result extracted from different test. This data help to
communicate to know the health status of the machine. This will let maintenance department
to plan what maintenance action is needed beforehand. Many serious conditions can be
captured which complete the circle for condition-based maintenance. The collected data are
big and useful in future for machine development (Campos 2009, p 1-20) Condition based
maintenance is a type of PM where different test are done in the machine to know its current
condition. The maintenance operation varies from recording the temperature, performing the
vibration test, oil analysis or any operation that gives the current condition of machine. This
maintenance is one of the best alternatives to know how bad the equipment condition. It will
reduce the chance of machine to get to its worst condition. Condition based maintenance had
always reduced the cost in maintenance, improve operation safety and reduce the number of
severe machines break down. Condition based ideas are very effective in production plant
because it is very difficult to check each equipment and guess its condition, instead it will
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rectify the problem and alert well before time. Some of the technique are: (García Márquez,
Tobias et al. 2012 p ,169-178)
•

Vibration analysis

•

Ultrasonic test

•

Magnetic particle test

•

Oil Analysis

•

Shock pulse method (for bearing)

•

Thermal test

All these various tests shown above gives detail data on the performance of the equipment.
To perform these tests, an expert is needed who can take the correct procedure and interpret
the data correctly.

Schedule Maintenance
The health condition of the machine plays vital role in decision making for maintenance.
When the production system is more complex it becomes more important to predict the
failure condition so that it can be found as early as possible and get enough time to tackle.
In this way, production loss can be avoided. The research shows that one third of the cost in
the maintenance are just wasted in inefficient and doubtful condition to plan the correct and
effective maintenance schedule. To keep all the demands fulfilled reliability and costeffective plans are needed. The role of effective maintenance planner is key point to success
as modern equipment get more complicated, difficult to control and need extra attention.
Therefore, it is important to know the plant, the environment where the machine is working,
the degrading factors for each piece of equipment and make a good maintenance strategy to
keep the system running and improve machine condition.(Xia, Jin et al. 2015 p, 269-280)

Failure of a machine means cost of money in term of down time and loss of quality. Once
the machine has been brought from the vendor, it is inherent that the equipment reliability is
fixed; it is the maintenance action that decide how long the machine will run at good
condition by eliminating unwanted stops and maintaining quality of the product. For a
machine, maintenance cost includes down time cost, production loss, quality lost, labor cost
and material cost. Labor and material cost are almost standardized which is followed by most
of the industries unless exceptional case arise. Loss of time, production loss and quality loss
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on the product is very difficult to predict because their losses depend on different factor like
production rate, importance of the job. For example, if a machine is used in producing costly
product, with high accuracy then the loss in quality with the machine will be higher than
machine used in producing cheaper product, which is not so precise and cheap job. Similarly,
if a backup equipment is available to support the failed machine, the whole scenario gets
changed. The loss of time for the production loss gets out of consideration. Machines which
get regular PM repair need more than that after long term operation. Normally, most of the
plant have major overhauls once or twice in year to make the best for the following year. An
example of subassembly part at the work head area of Computerized Numeric Control
(CNC) grinding machine can be taken. The sub-assembly part consists of bearings, housing
frame, cartridge gets regular PM inspections and action needed such as greasing, adding oil,
changing oil, cleaning of surrounding, OEM inspection on hourly based, rearranging if
needed. This maintenance is followed by overhaul program for the same equipment where
more detail inspection is carried out which may result to replace some parts like bearing.
The company would not like to take a chance for next year if the bearing had already some
symptom of failure. Overhauls are longer stop then the normal PM time. The maintenance
work carried out during the overhaul is very high. Therefore, it is important to organize all
the maintenance plan in systematic order where all the actions are carried out.(Lad, Kulkarni
2012, p. 5859-5871)

Enterprise Resource Planning in Maintenance Management
Since, last 15 years technology has made significant role in maintenance management. The
use of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) has become a very important tool in office
management. The flow of the information within the company is an integral part in
maintenance. It is very important to know the status of any equipment that is in use or under
maintenance. During the maintenance also, it is key to know what has been done to the
equipment so that it can be use in future as a concrete data. ERP systems help to keep the
record of all the equipment. Therefore, it is important from the company’s aspect to
implement ERP system properly from each of their employee. It brings beneficial mode
while making the important decisions. SAP is one module of the ERP system which is focus
on project management. In highly automated plant, all the records are difficult to keep
manually in different section. The use of SAP brings all the different section under one roof.
The main aim this system is:
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•

Repair planning of equipment

•

Systematic spare part management in warehouse

•

Tool management

•

Maintenance resource management

•

Maintenance cost management.

Overhauls and other critical equipment maintenance in the plant have very short time and
hold lots of workload. ERP allows to make a master plan where all the spare part, labor
needed for the work, cost evaluation can be prepared beforehand.(Kłos, Patalas-Maliszewska
2013, p. 15-25) The basic structure that is followed using the ERP system is shown in Figure
13.

Figure 13. Maintenance Process structure using ERP system (Kłos, Patalas-Maliszewska
2013, p. 15-25)

Figure 13 shows the interconnection of maintenance operations in ERP system. Each
operation has importance for keeping the machine updated. Maintenance operation is
centered of the system because it relates to the entire system. Overhauls and other repair
works are in the chain sequence of breakdowns where setups and planning are done, cost is
evaluated. Maintenance resources allows to manage spare parts needed for maintenance. The
main task and event are already planned in ERP. These set of data registered in ERP system
describes the following operations.
•

Frequency of inspection rounds
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•

Idea and target in overhauls

•

Division in the cost e.g. PM or CM

•

Spare part list needed

•

Maintenance order

•

Maintenance history

•

Technical documentation

SAP, which is one of the tools of ERP system include all the aspect in the maintenance
management. A set of transaction are used to communicate with the user to complete all the
task. These transactions allow different operations in SAP to make new records and
necessary changes. The list of transaction which are mainly used in the maintenance
management are shown in the Figure 14.

Figure 14. SAP transaction used in PM (SAP GUI 2018)

In the maintenance management, the transactions code that are frequently used as shown in
Figure 14. The transaction used in SAP plays a vital role in daily maintenance work. These
commands allow to log into different section of maintenance management system where all
the necessary information is gathered and used daily. Different transaction code merge with
the system, where all the details of the equipment can be insert. While creating the
equipment, SAP system creates its unique identity number which cannot be changed
afterward once the system saves the detail. This makes the work easy during the planning.
Each of the codes have different options that allows to update the work.
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Summary
The main idea of this chapter is to explain about the importance of the maintenance
management. This chapter introduce the fundamental of maintenances and discuss the type
of maintenance that is been mostly used by most of the plants. This chapter give the brief
introduction on maintenance management system. The clear understanding of different types
of maintenance that has been described above will help to get more understanding in the
later section.
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5

RESULT

This chapter will be presenting the results and the problems that have been encountered
during run campaigns in the Lappeenranta cement plant. A summary of the literature review
research will also be discussed in this chapter. The focus or objective was to concentrate on
the kiln area of the Lappeenranta cement plant. The findings in the kiln area of the plant will
be presented to show examples of maintenance issues that can occur during the running of a
cement production plant. The different types of mechanical failures will be examined in
detail to show a gap or an opportunity to improve the runtime of the production line by
implementing PM systems.

Result from Literature Review
Cement is an integral part for the construction sector. The process involved in manufacturing
and producing cement is an extremely complex operation. The main reasons for its
complexities are the sheer size of the large-scale industrial equipment and the integral quality
and chemical composition of the raw materials to ensure the correct chemistry is achieved
in producing the highest standard product. Maintenance of the plant plays a vital role in the
production line. If there is a lack of good maintenance practices then, as a result the plant we
begin to experience unplanned or crash stops. This is extremely expensive as work becomes
reactive instead of proactive. The production line downtime increases, and costs begin to
soar out of control.

PM can help the running of the plant and increase profitability. PM techniques need to be
disciplined and employees need to trust the systems in place. Many companies have invested
in their PM systems which in turn resulted in long term gains, increased profitability,
reliability, and stability while supporting the production of high-quality products. The
maintenance strategies used in the industry differ from plant to plant but aims to achieve the
same goal.

Result of Mechanical Failure at Plant
The production line is made up of a wide range of different equipment. These individual
machines in the production line are designed to function together in harmony to achieve a
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stable process line to produce cement. When the plant is live and running there is always a
possibility that something can go wrong with the process or even with the machinery in use.
Focusing on the kiln area, which is still quite a large section of the plant sub sections within
this area are very dependent on the equipment to run smoothly. For example, the kiln feed
bringing the raw meal from the storage silo to the kiln feed bin. In turn then, the material in
the kiln feed bin is then transported to the PHT and then into the kiln eventually producing
the clinker.

The fundamental objective of the plant it to produce clinker. To achieve that the process line
is made up of hundreds of different types of equipment. The equipment is then powered by
the electrical circuit of the plant. For the whole system to function it is controlled primarily
by the process automation or control system overseen by trained and skilled personnel.

Mechanical failure in the plant resembles different failure of the equipment which was
unable to operate under the required needs of the plant. The failure of the supporting
equipment leads to the kiln stopping. There are many specific reasons for mechanical failures
to happen in the plant but while just focusing on the kiln area mechanical failures within this
area is caused mainly due to wear, fatigue, impact, overload, environment etc. There could
also be other reasons, but they are not all listed here.

There are several types and different manufacturers for all the mechanical equipment used
in the kiln area. Appendix I, shows mechanical failures with the reasons that have led to the
kiln stoppage. They are categorized into four main groups. Appendix I show that the kiln
had 68 stops in 2019. The structure representing the stops is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Overall Kiln stoppage division at Finnsementti Lappeenranta (Finnsementti
2019)

From the Figure 15 it can be found that 2 of the stops were planned and it is not taken in
consideration, 66 stops were unplanned which occur in the plant. Out of it, 31 of the problem
were found as kiln process related problem, 29 of the kiln stops was concern with mechanical
problem at the plant while 6 kiln stops were caused due to electric and automation problems.
The mechanical stops have been divided into three categories. Figure 15 also describes the
number of stops in each area. The mechanical problem at kiln area was found to be 21 times.
PHT, kiln and clinker cooler and clinker transport have equal numbers of problem that led
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to kiln stop which is 7. The other 8 stops had cause before the kiln area while the raw material
is getting transport.

Figure 16 shows the frequency of mechanical stops which has been divided based on time.
The division help to find frequency of problem and help to focus all the small and big stops
that had happened in the plant.

Kiln: mechanical stops on time basis
16

Frequency of stops

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
<2h

2-24h

>24h

Hours

Figure 16. Mechanical stop of kiln

Figure 16 represent performance of the kiln. The kiln has been stops 10 times for less than
2 hrs. There have been 14 unwanted stops which has last between 2-24 hrs. Finally, there
has been 5 big stops which lasted for more than 24 hrs. The stops that has occurred most
24hrs has been considered as minor problem and those are fixed immediately without any
time delay. Fixing the problem immediately means the problems were fixed by internal
worker and few of them need the expertise of external contractor which was available in
Finland. These kinds of problems are very normal and plant maintenance department is
prepared every day where some equipment did not work, and it needs immediate action.
Some of the minor problems are listed that occur in the plant
● Kiln drift too high which made the Kiln stop for 0.62 hrs.
● Compressed air pipeline failure made the Kiln stop 1.48 hrs.
● Calciner down comer hatch issue made Kiln stop for 2.85 hrs.
● Kiln feed elevator side drift made Kiln stop for 14.12 hrs.
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These minor problems which has stop the kiln up to 24 hrs. are the result of long-term
improper action on PM actions. Other mechanical problems were more complicated and
stop the kiln for a longer period. During the investigation, these three problems were found
which stop the kiln for maximum period. The problems were. (Appendix I)
● Kiln outlet cooling shell failure which results the stop of kiln for 169.76 hrs.
● Blockage in cyclone number four which results the stop of kiln for 30.54 hrs.
● Main burner malfunction which results the stop of kiln for 83.99 hrs.
It is very important to know that all the failure in the plants are not avoidable. Longer
stoppage of the kiln in the plant is the result in failure of small equipment for small period.
When the problem gets worst it effect the entire system resulting a longer halt.

Mechanical Failure in Pre Heating Tower
The PHT is an important part for cement plant. At PHT, the raw material gets heated up and
removes carbon dioxide and water before feeding into the kiln. Some of the equipment in
PHT are the Selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) system, dampers, a good physical
structure of PHT, refractories etc. A simple example in the failure of damper at cyclone
tower is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Damaged damper at Cyclone tower

Figure 17 shows an example of a damaged damper of size 1200mm*800mm which is placed
at fourth level of PHT. The damper has failed during operation which has not been inspected
on time Although it is not possible to take any actions on damper while the PHT is at
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operation because of the process disturbance and heat factor. It is very important to check at
fixed interval of time which is part of PM plan. The PM plans need to seize these kinds of
failure beforehand for each of the damper so that in the future this kind of failure can be
avoided. The spare part should be ready beforehand so that it can be replaced immediately
in case of failure.

Mechanical Failure at Kiln
The Lappeenranta plant have FLS manufactured kiln which was built in 2007. The diameter
of the kiln is 3.6m and length of kiln is 54.6m. There are three supporting piers for the kiln.
The inclination is 40 which rotate 3.5 revolution per minute. It has hydraulic thrust device.
(Finnsementti 2019) The operation of kiln is very intensive because of the heat. Figure 18
shows different temperature levels at different position of rollers. Valmet User Interface (UI)
runs in Finnish language at plant.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18. (a)Temperature reading at support roller shaft of kiln (Valmet Corporation 2018);
(b) Load distribution on different pier of supporting rollers (Zheng, Zhang et al. 2016, p.
198).

Figure 18 shows the kiln which has three different supporting point. The three kiln tyres are
supporting the kiln vessel. These tyres are then in turn supported by the support rollers. On
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each roller there are two plain bearings on either side. A temperature measurement is taken
for each bearing on the kiln. Figure 18 (a) shows the temperature level at each supporting
roller bearings at different sections of the kiln, whereas Figure 18 (b) shows the live
movement of the kiln which is generating the heat in the roller bearings. As the kiln is
continuously moving the load distribution can change. Figure 18 (b) shows the movement at
the different sections of the kiln on the x axis and the y axis shows the amplitude of the
movement. It can be seen on the x axis that support roller 2 has moved 5mm at section 35.

The bearings enable the rollers to rotate while the load is evenly distributed between the
different supports. The number of supporting rollers on the kiln depend upon the length of
the kiln. The condition of the kiln rollers can indicate if there is an issue with the kiln or
show that the kiln is moving in an uphill or downhill direction. For an example, a kiln with
a crank will be used to explain how the condition of the support roller bearings can change.

Kiln crank is a condition where the center of the kiln shell is not placed centrally to the axis
of rotation. The reasons for the kiln crank can differ and are caused by a wide range of
possibilities. Some of the possible factors are aging of the rotatory kiln and process issues
with the running temperature of the kiln. When the kiln ages over time, the shape of the kiln
can change gradually, which causes misalignment between the geometric center and the
rotation center of the kiln. It causes eccentricity in the kiln which is the root cause of the
change in the support rollers. Therefore, the load transmitted to the supporting rollers has
changed causing the uneven distribution of the load across the kiln. Without acting the kiln
will show mechanical problems. The mechanical problems are in the form of localized stress
points that are created between the contact point of rollers, causing overheating of the plain
bearings. The drive system will also show signs of issues arising. (Zheng, Zhang et al. 2016,
p. 198) The kiln produces tones of clinker hourly. As the kiln is rotating continuously some
indicators showing mechanical issues can arise, then action should be taken quickly to
correct them as it will have a devastating effect for the lifetime of the kiln. It is important to
check the migration of kiln on regular basis for identification of any slight changes. Although
it has not resulted in a kiln stop, PM needs to be performed to ensure a major failure does
not occur.
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Mechanical Failure at Grate Cooler
The grate cooler must function in a very harsh environment. The high temperature clinker
goes through the cooler. The hydraulic system of grate cooler consists of a closed loop
hydraulic drive. The hydraulic system drives four cylinders in parallel with a cycle of 4-29
times per minute. The hydraulic pump is powered by 30 kW, 3 phase AC motor which rotates
at 1470 revolution per minute. (Finnsementti 2019) The cooler crossbars which are driven
by hydraulic cylinders push and move the clinker forward. The grate cooler uses a hydraulic
system to move its moving parts. These parts continuously move in both directions to move
the clinker through the cooler. Figure 19 shows a leak coming from one of the hydraulic
pumps where PM is lagging.

Figure 19. Leaking hydraulic pump used for moving cooler bars (Finnsementti 2019)

The hydraulic pump has to work under high pressures continuously to move the clinker
forward in the cooler. Figure 19 shows an example where the oil has been leaking from the
pump. The oil has been accumulating under the pump. This leakage has led to the pump
failing and stopping the operation of the cooler. The failure of hydraulic pump means the
clinker inside grate cooler does not move forward. The clinker will continue to accumulate
in grate cooler. This ultimately led to the kiln stoppage. These kinds of incidents which can
led to failure of critical equipment should be immediately noted during the PM rounds and
plan for the maintenance instantly.
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Mechanical Failure at Clinker Transport
After the clinker is cooled, it is sent to clinker storage house by apron conveyer. The
conveyer is 62.875 m which is powered by an electric motor of 35kW. (Finnsementti 2019)
The motor continuously keeps the conveyer moving. The shaft connected to motor is
supported by two ball bearings on drive end and non-drive end. Due to the dusty environment
in the conveyer PM action in very important to get familiar with the problems in short
interval. The safety factor does not allow anyone to go near during the operation. Figure 20
shows the greasing condition of the ball bearing which is at non-drive end.

Figure 20. Greasing issue on ball bearing of clinker conveyer (Finnsementti 2019)

Due to the continue operation, the situation is challenging to observe the greasing condition
on the bearing. As shown in Figure 20, the ball bearing is in condition of over greasing. Due
to lack of effective maintenance, the temperature of the bearing kept can be hampered.
Overgreasing on bearing will cause churning the grease, making the grease to push outside.
This will result energy loss and rising temperature. This increased temperature eventually
cook the grease inside and create a had thick layer. When new grease is added into the
bearing, the hard layer prevents the grease to enter the core of bearing. This will cause wear
on the ball bearing eventually making the system failure. To avoid this situation, the greasing
should be done often, the amount of grease should be properly calculated with experts.
(Noria Corporation 2020)
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Fault Tree Diagram for Kiln stop
Kiln stop has been the main problem for the plant and mechanical failure is the main concern
for this work. It is very important to find a practical PM strategy for the plant to reduce the
unplanned kiln stops. For making efficient maintenance plant, it is important to know the
problems that is reoccurring in the systems. FTD is the best way to represent the sequence
of problem. The reasons of kiln failure depend on other process systems too. This is a broad
topic so other reasons for unplanned kiln stops are still valid which are not mentioned in the
FTD. Appendix II shows the overall network for the kiln stop at the plant. The main cause
that cause the kiln to stop has been classified into four different parts. The diagram shows
the chain of action that has led to the kiln stop. The main equipment of the kiln area will be
studied detailly following more FTD for each area.

Fault Tree Diagram for Pre Heating Tower
PHT is plays a key role during clinker production. It is very dynamic operating zone in the
plant where the raw material gets dried out. The physical structure of the tower holds
different mechanical equipment. All the equipments are under pressure when the operation
is at full production. It is important to take care of each equipment for quality performance.
Appendix III shows the detail FTD for the PHT of the plant. There are still other possibilities
of failure which are not mention in the FTD. Four main events have been shown in the FTD.
Failure of Induced Draft (ID) fan, feed air slide, kiln feed elevator and feed flap damper has
been taken into consideration at this point. As seen in the FTD of Appendix III, to avoid the
major failure at PHT preventive action are very worthy, while major maintenance need
attention to ensure safety and reliability.

Fault Tree Diagram for Kiln
Kiln has a major role to play in the cement plant. To keep the kiln running, other supporting
critical equipment need to perform in best condition. The kiln is a very complex equipment
specially in the cement plat where process changes time to time. The Appendix IV shows
the FTD on the kiln failure. Kiln failure is the top event in this system and four main failure
has been considered as critical for the rotation of kiln. Thrust roller, girth gear, support roller
and live ring has been considered in this FTD. Other reason for the kiln failures are still very
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much possible because all equipments are not considered in Appendix IV. The basic events
leading to the failure of the kiln can be solved with good long-term PM practice. As kiln is
the most expensive equipment in the plant, it needs good maintenance plan. PM will provide
frequent update on kiln which allow to know major and minor problems.

Fault Tree Diagram for Clinker Cooler
The process of cooling the clinker is one of the important aspects for kiln to run smoothly.
At Lappeenranta plant there is cross bar grate cooler used for cooling the clinker. The plate
of grate cooler is move with hydraulic pump. Each of the moveable plate on the grate cooler
is powered by the hydraulic cylinder. Two hydraulic pumps run at same time to push the
cylinders front and back. There are five chambers in the grate coolers. The grate cooler is at
extremely high temperature during the normal operation. It is not possible perform any
maintenance task inside the cooler while running due to safety issue. But, during the planned
stop it at priority to solve main issue because of its unavailability at normal condition.
Appendix V shows the FTD where four major failure issues are taken into consideration.
Clinker cooler failure is at the top event which is interlocked with the kiln. Any issue that
lead the clinker cooler to stop will stop the kiln. The physical condition of the grate cooler
and hydraulic pump must be checked regularly due to its working condition.

Fault Tree Diagram for Clinker Conveyer
Clinker conveyer is another vital part in the kiln area, which is interlocked with the kiln. Any
failure that led to stop the rotation of conveyer results in kiln stop. In Lappeenranta plant
there is bucket apron conveyer which take the clinker form one point to another point. The
conveyer runs at very harsh condition where it is important to know all minor problems
which can create failure in conveyer. Appendix VI shows the FTD for the clinker conveyer.
In the FTD four main reasons are consider as main problem. The equipment are rail, bucket,
roller, and sprocket. In the FTD, basic event has been listed which can cause the conveyer
to fail eventually. The basic event has been written based on real observation. Preventive
plans can help the conveyer to operate smoothly.
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Result from the Survey
A survey was done among Finnsementti Oy to get a better understanding of the current
situation of maintenance in the plant. The questions were asked on an online portal and
circulated to 22 employees. The survey consisted of several yes and no questions. All the
questions were focused for understanding the status of the maintenance systems in the plant.
The survey was completed by 72.72% of the 22 employees. Among the respondent 27.27%
have written additional comments to represent their views. Figure 21 represents overall
picture of the survey answers.

Figure 21. Online survey results.

The questions used in the survey is attached with Appendix VII. Each of the question was
focused to know the current situation of maintenance and enlighten the missing points for
development. The main points of the survey result are listed below.
•

Everyone that responded believe that there is room for improvement in maintenance
and maintenance cost could be reduced by avoiding unplanned stops of the kiln.

•

Creating a sub-department of PM within maintenance department would be
beneficial for the plant.

•

75% of the responds had views that the current day to day maintenance and PM plans
need to be improved.

•

There is a divide in opinion regarding training and knowledge needed in work and
maintenance technique used by maintenance team.
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•

The use of the process control system (Valmet) and maintenance management system
(SAP) has not been used to its full potential. It was suggested by 62.5% of the team
members

•

62.5% of the respondents believe that the unplanned kiln stop is not usual to company
standard.

It is important to take the views of the employees into consideration. The current situation
of the plant performance is not as desired. The results of the survey indicate that the
consensus of the maintenance department is that there is quite a lot of room for improvement.
The plant is expected to perform at a higher level but is struggling to do so with the current
systems in place. The workload is at a constant prominent level. This is causing a backlog
in maintenance work and overloading the maintenance department. It was suggested that
more employees are needed to expand the workforce to increase the amount of maintenance
being completed. The root cause of the issues needs to be targeted and the focus changed to
PM rather than reactive maintenance.

Summary
Unplanned kiln stop is a big loss for the company as it requires 40% of extra thermal energy
to restart the kiln and energy cost is about 50% of production cost (Rahman, Rasul et al.
2016, p. 197-225). The unplanned kiln stops puts the cement plant in loss which can
demotivate the maintenance teams. The result shows wide range of maintenance issue in the
plant and show the importance of PM. More equipments are involved in the process, but it
has not been taken in consideration. Therefore, other reasons are also valid for unplanned
kiln stop.

The literature review narrowed the focus of this research to understand the inner workings
of a cement manufacturing plant. The most relevant, up to date and applicable published
papers were used. It was observed from this research that one of the core issues in the plant
was related to the PM systems. These issues in turn were causing the kiln operation to stop.
The FTD was used as an aid on several different equipment in the kiln area to try and identify
possible issues arising during the operation of the kiln area. The survey circulated
highlighted concerns raised by the personnel working in the plant in the maintenance
operations being performed. It gave a clear indication that some areas of the plant are lacking
information and more focus is needed in those areas to improve the understanding of the
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maintenance required. The results of this research are combinations of the information
gathered form the research papers, practical experience, plant records and field experts in
the plant.
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6

ANALYSIS

Continuous production of clinker is a basic need in cement plant. Therefore, when there is
an issue/problem, which stops the kiln must be analyzed in detail way. The failure condition
that has led to the kiln stop is been analyzed here. It is also important to know that there are
other failure conditions too, which has not been mentioned in the result section. These failure
conditions are taken in limited form so that PM plan can be made from the beginning. Risk
analysis is done to show the level of risk in the kiln area. Maturity matrix is performed for
the analyses of survey result and set the improvement task for future.

Risk Analysis for Kiln Stop
It is clear from the study that there are only four possible failure that can occur in the whole
system to make the kiln stop. These are electrical failures, mechanical failures, process
failures and automation failures. Table 1 gives detailed information on different types of
failures, the frequency of failures and the consequences of failures. The frequency and kiln
stop hours had been calculated using Appendix I. As a result of any unplanned failure in the
running plant, that section of the plant will crash stop. This equates to several downtime hrs.
These hrs. are then lost to unplanned maintenance and the loss of production.

Table 1. Kiln failure mode (Appendix I)
Failure mode

Frequency

Kiln stop (hrs.)/consequence

Mechanical failure

29

653.71

Electrical failure

5

21.96

Automation failure

1

0.28

Process failure

31

743.943

The numerical data for Table 1 (taken from Appendix I) give the exact failure frequency for
the kiln, where all the above failure modes lead to a kiln stop. Each of the problem related
to mechanical and process failure should be detailly studied to stop the reoccurring of same
problem. Figure 22 shows the risk analysis for the kiln stop. The colour range show the
impact and level of risk at the plant. The green colour represent lower risk level whereas red
colour represents the higher level of risk. The grey colour is standing for medium risk. The
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frequency and consequence are assumed on 5-point scale where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the
highest.

Figure 22. Risk analysis of kiln stop failure modes

Figure 22 shows automation and electrical failure can be considered as minor threats whereas
process and mechanical failure are the biggest threat. Taking the kiln area as an example and
looking at the specific equipment in this area in terms of mechanical failures. These failures
can range from very minor problems that do not stop the running of the equipment to major
defects which in term cause an unplanned stop. A sequence of events must happen for a
piece of equipment to fail. A simple example would be a gasket in a gearbox might fail. This
would result in the gearbox leaking oil and the gears running dry. The gears in the gearbox
would then fail rapidly due to the lack of lubrication and cause the drive to stop. This
example shows a small defect to the gearbox resulting in a sequence of events before the
major failure of the drive. The sequence of events which led to a major failure of the gear
box could be avoided using PM plans. Visual inspection on regular basis can easily note the
leakage. It will give time to analyze the situation and plan downtime to replace defected part
which is gasket in this case. Using of temperature sensor at the gearbox would instantly alerts
to the central control when the temperature starts to increase. Since there are many
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mechanical equipment involve during the operation of kiln it is likely to fail but with the
correct PM plan it is possible to reduce the kiln stop number and improve the overall
operation. This research is only concerning mechanical failure at the kiln area of the plant,
it is important to have risk analysis on the failure of different equipment that has caused the
kiln stop. All the mechanical failures reasons are grouped according to the failure of main
equipment. Six different equipment were identified for the mechanical failure for kiln area.
The seventh group which is denoted by ‘miscellaneous before PHT’ represent all the failures
before PHT. Since these failures are no taken individually, it is used to identify the risk level
which indicate the importance of equipment before PHT. It was possible to identify different
mechanical equipment that has occurred the problem and result kiln stop.

Table 2. Critical mechanical equipment involves in kiln stop (Appendix I)
Failed mechanical equipment

Frequency (no. of stops)

Consequence/kiln stop (hrs)

Clinker conveyer

2

31.72

Hydraulic pump for cooler

3

36.66

Coal feeder/Pfister

4

76.36

ID fan

2

2.04

Damper

5

213.3

Kiln

2

172.69

Miscellaneous before PHT

11

120.90

Table 2 shows the list of mechanical equipment which has an important impact on the kiln
performance. The mechanical equipment used in the plant are wide in range, but the
equipment shown on Table 2 on the first row are critical component that are used in kiln
area. The second rows show the frequency of the failed equipment while the third rows give
the exact number of hrs. the kiln had stopped due to mechanical failure of the equipment.
According to the frequency and the consequence risk analysis is made for failed mechanical
equipment. The risk analysis is shown with Figure 23The colour represent the level of risk
based on impact which leads to stop the kiln operation. The green colour represent risk level
at very low stage, while the grey colour represent the medium level of risk and the red colour
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represent highest risk with higher impact. The frequency and consequence are described 5point scale where 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest.

Figure 23. Risk analysis for critical mechanical equipment used in kiln area

Figure 23 shows the position of the equipment based on the risk and the impact that has
made on the kiln failure. Failure of six different mechanical equipment has been identified
as major reason that has led the kiln stop. Failure of ID fan is seen as a lowest risk and it has
occurred 2 times stopping the kiln for 2.04 hrs. The draft produced by the fan was unstable
due to extra vibration created in electric motor. It is one of the most important equipment in
the plant. Clinker conveyer has the same frequency as of ID fan, but the consequence was
more severe because of the complexity of the structure and working condition. The length
of conveyer is 62.5m long and it works under extremely hot condition. Therefore,
troubleshooting the problem needs more time and longer period of kiln stop. The failure of
the kiln drum at the kiln has the same stoppage frequency as clinker conveyer and ID fan but
due to the location and high temperature operating condition of kiln the impact is very high.
Thus, kiln is more sensitive and likely to effect whole clinker production system.
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The failure of hydraulic pump in the cooler is considered as mild risk at the plant. The cross
bars of the grate cooler are moved forward and backward with the hydraulic pump. In the
plant, there are three hydraulic pumps, out of which two pumps operate at same time and the
third pump is kept as a backup pump. The pumps need to operate uninterruptedly and there
is maximum possibility of the pumps to fail during the operation. A backup pump is used
in case the main pumps fail. Thus, there is more time to fix the damaged pump without the
kiln stop. Still there has been certain situation in the plant when one of the pumps has been
under maintenance and other pumps have failed to operate resulting the kiln to stop.

Failure of damper is considered as slightly elevated risk because when a damper fails in
PHT, no action can be taken promptly because of the safety issue. The PHT is very hot
during the production. The maintenance operation is only performed when it gets to the
normal atmospheric temperature. There has been five different kiln stops due to damper
failure resulting the kiln stop.

The miscellaneous failure that has occurred before the PHT is a concerned factor in the plant.
These includes the failure of mechanical equipment that which been operating before PHT.
It has established an interlock with the kiln, any disturbance during the feeding of raw
material can result kiln stop. It is a very important to know the condition of those equipment
which are involved in interlocked with the kiln.

Maturity Matrix Analysis of Survey Results
During the survey there were distinct kinds of ideas and suggestion given from the
respondent. From the answers and feedback a maturity matrix was developed analyzing the
current situation of the plant. There are four different PM maturity elements. They are PM
plans, PM work process, PM content and PM frequency. More diverse PM factor could give
more detail answer but at this moment only these four factors are taken in account. Table 3
shows the maturity matrix of PM for Finnsementti Oy.
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Table 3 Maturity matrix of PM for Finnsementti Oy, Lpr
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Different performance levels are shown on the Table 3. Level 1 indicate that the plant does
not have any formal programs, level 2 indicate that the plant is experimenting new idea to
overcome maintenance problems. Level 3 describe as organization have standard plans of
its own. Level 4 describe the plant performance with few obstacles, while level 5 shows the
plant performance to its very best and target to develop more on maintenance. From the
review of the respondent, it is found that the plant maintenance was at level 2. The plant has
been doing PM action through the external contractor before start of this project. Currently,
the plant has made its own PM schedules and maintenance software (SAP) is used for better
workflow. The PM plans for kiln area are being developed with PM schedule on SAP. The
plant is doing much better and aiming to meet level 4 maintenance.

Suggestion on Preventive Maintenance Plans
There is no certain formula in the PM work that would stop all the failure at an instant.
Failure of an equipment is a continuous process where maintenance department continue to
work for the improvement. Each cement plant differs from each other. In cement plant
continuous operation for production of clinker is prime target. The plant needs to be in
healthy and smooth condition.

Lappeenranta cement plant plans to operate 24/7 excluding the yearly overhaul time and
planned market stops. Cement making is an intense process where plant need to handle high
level of temperature environment (ranges approx. 1000C to 15000C). Especially, operation
of kiln is a complex mechanism as stated in theory. It is the most expensive equipment and
it need to have less failure condition for better performance. Kiln area is divided into
different parts which are PHT, kiln, clinker cooler and clinker conveyer. Any issue that can
bring physical damage in the kiln, kiln must be stopped. All the mechanical equipment which
are connected to the clinker production are interlocked with the main equipment. The main
equipment is then interlocked with the kiln operation.

The cement factory located in Lappeenranta is about 80 years old. The equipment at the plant
is combination of old and new. Many new projects are going on to upgrade the performance
of the plant. PM is the basic need in the plant where the engineers get to know the condition
of the operating machine. Currently, cement plant at Lappeenranta use external contractor
for the PM works. The reports from the contractors are only send to the company personals
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if they fine any serious condition if noticed. At this point the plant is loses a lot of technical
information because they do not have a continuous record for the equipment. The plant
misses the direct control over the equipment due to dis-continuous flow of information. On
the other had PM works get unproductive but there is not change on the cost. The plant is
not able to avoid the problems that can be done with PM actions instead it needs immediate
action which in result to be CM.

Maintenance Operation
The PM action suggested in this section are based on the experience from the plant and
theoretical knowledge for the literature review. The PM plans need a longer period to show
its result. The PM actions listed below are suggestion to which would help to improve the
day to day maintenance of the plant.
•

Visual inspections of equipment on a regular basis which will monitor the current
condition of machines. Since kiln area is dusty and noisy it is suggested to carry basic
cleaning equipment so that the checks can be done carefully.

•

Outsourcing contractors to complete visual inspection rounds creates the issue of
continuity. To achieve exact data the rounds should be completed by the same team
every time. New personnel completing the round should be trained by the
experienced team completing them to maintain continuity and high standard of data
collected. Another issue of using contractors is that the information gathered, and
knowledge learned over the years of analyzing the running plant is lost as the
contractors change regularly. Therefore, the plant is losing out on valuable
information over long periods of time.

•

Making a list of drive systems which need greasing based on area and schedule
greasing of equipment. The maintenance fitters need to have good idea about the
location of machine in the plant and enough skill to grease. The greasing is very
important because the operation should be perfect. Either excessive greasing or less
greasing is not accepted, both conditions create problem in the machine. There are
many equipments in the plant and PM plan must include each of the equipment. In
this way all equipment in each area get attention without any mistake.

•

The condition of the internals of major equipment in the plant which is done by
testing oil condition and inspecting for any contaminants. The analyses of the oil will
determine the inner conditions of drive system. This PM action will help to identify
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the contamination in the drive systems before small contaminated particle become
main source of failure.
•

Inspection based on run hour/tonnage of all the machines. Planning with production
departments once run hrs. and tonnage levels reach to the point. This PM action needs
a good coordination between the production and maintenance team.

•

Vibration measurements of running equipment. The kiln area is equipped with wide
range of small and big machines. Each equipment has its own function. It is not
possible to take vibration measurement for every piece of equipment. It cost both
time and money. Major primary equipment and minor secondary equipment need to
be prioritized in PM plan.

•

Standard OEM inspections for very critical component. Kiln areas include PHT, kiln,
grate cooler and clinker conveyer in this research. The physical structure of PHT, the
physical condition of kiln, grate cooler and clinker cooler need to be inspected by
their manufacturer. Kiln and grate cooler are manufactured by FL Smidth while
clinker cooler is manufactured by Amund. The expert of respective equipment from
the manufacturing company must inspect entire system for higher equipment
reliability.

•

Use of compatible sensors in critical component for real time tracking. Additional
sensor and technologies to improve real time data collection of major primary plant
equipment.

•

Increase of development project. Since the plant is very old, kiln area is combination
of old and new equipment. Different new projects are updating the equipment used
in the plant. That why the kiln area is combination of old and new equipment plant
where the old equipment has phase out in compare to with the modern efficient
equipment technologies.

•

Exchange of specialist from other cement plant. This will help to share the
knowledge between the plants.

•

Using SAP for maintenance planning and execution. Training for the department
concerning the fresh technological topic as refresher courses, industry standards and
development
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Developing effective maintenance workflow
This section suggests PM plans workflow for effective implementation of the maintenance
plans. It will guide different action needed to be followed at different stage of the time.
Figure 24 shows the division of workflow that will help to improve the execution of PM
plans. The effect of PM plans can only be seen when an instant action is taken at the primary
stage. This PM action needs strong and transparent communications from the start of
reporting till the job is completely done.

Start the PM plans

Complete the task and
update team members.
Contiunue to track the
equipment performance.

Gathering data for each
area. All problems/issues
from the areas

Feedback

Interpreting gathered
data into reports. Explain
the situation

Plan the action as
required

Analyzing the report by
maintenance engineers

Figure 24. Systematic workflow of PM plans

Figure 24 shows PM action is set of events or a workflow in continuous loop where each
stage has an important impact. The feedback after each maintenance stage must be gathered
to know the details of the problems. If any of the stage is skipped, there is high possibilities
that the problem in the plant get unattended and plant might face unexpected problems.

When the PM plans are planned and ready for implementation it is mandatory to know the
main objective of the work. When the PM work is being done, it is vital to see the physical
conditions of the machine because each of the problem must be noted promptly. These small
records of changes in the machine later must be generated as a complete report explaining
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the detail state of machines. This report further moves forward and analyze by maintenance
team. The maintenance team investigate the problem in detail and plan the action needed
according to the priority. If the condition is complicated suggestion form expert should be
taken for better solution. The planned action taken for each of the equipment must be updated
in the PM system so that all team members know about the situation. After the identified
problem is fixed, continuous monitoring must be done during the operation. This will keep
the maintenance team updated.

Summary
This chapter shows the analysis for the result. Risk analysis is done to know the importance
of the critical equipment. It shows the risk level of different operating equipment at kiln area.
Maturity matrix was made for analyzing of current maintenance system of the plant. The
current maintenance system of the plant was found to be Level 2. The improved plans were
suggested for the improvement of PM. The suggested plan needs proper training program
and strong motivation to get the best result. All suggested PM plans are made focusing on
kiln area of the plant. It is not an optimized version.
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7

DISCUSSION

The main goal of this research is to study the mechanical issues that has made unplanned
kiln stop and present an improve PM plans for the kiln area of the Lappeenranta cement
plant. The plant was going through unwanted kiln stop and this research has suggested some
of the PM ideas and maintenance workflow mechanism. The research was able to identify
critical mechanical equipment used in kiln area with their risk levels. The references used in
this work are collection of scientific research papers from cement plant, maintenance
engineering, internal data from plant and information on operating software at the plant.
Most of the research paper used as reference is a deep study on specific topic. This work has
used necessary information from each reference to develop own background informations.

Comparison and Connection with Former Research
The methods used to solve the problem in this thesis and making of PM cannot be adjusted
with specific reference. The specific companies like FL Smidth, VDZ, Amund has been
specifically working for cement plants. These company-based research and research papers
are not accessible in public for educational purpose. The search engine Scopus shows only
4 documents with the keyword “preventive” AND “maintenance” AND “kiln” AND “area”.
When the key word was changed to “kiln” AND “area” AND “cement” AND “industry” OR
“maintenance” Scopus was able to find 143 documents. This is because cement has been in
use since 1824, it is a mature topic for the study. Figure 25 shows that cement plant being
continuously researched with different topic but the research trend for maintenance of kiln
area is still growing. The research trend is in positive path after 2000.
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Figure 25. Research trend for kiln area maintenance of cement plant (Scopus 2020)

Only 6 research papers based on mechanical failure of kiln are available using the Scopus
search engine. The keyword used to find this paper was “kiln” AND “area” AND
“mechanical” AND “failure”. Hence it can be assumed that cement plant and maintenance
engineering has been studied as two different individual topics. Different research paper has
studied cost effective ideas for the cement plant using the heat of the kiln in different
patterns. This work is combination of theory on cement plant, maintenance engineering and
maintenance plan are made were combination of theory and experience-based from the plant.

The result of the thesis has reflected the problem that has developed in the plant. The FTD
built for different critical component can be implemented in other part of the research too.
The FTD will explain the basic operation involved in failure of equipment and shows the
root cause. Risk analysis technique used for the failure of mechanical equipment that can
help to make PM plan for each of the component according to the priority of the risk. With
the effective implementation of the PM activities, the result of the plant performance can be
improved.

Objectivity of Research
Identifying the mechanical problems and making an effective PM plan was the main
objective of this work. While studying the topics under cement plant, kiln area and necessity
of maintenance in literature review different information from different sources were
collected. The source was kept as wide as possible. Different companies who are involved
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in making and supplying the products used in the kiln area were carefully studied. Although
the product used at the plant were combination of new and old equipment understanding the
system with modern information was challenging task. The maintenance situation was
reviewed, and different ideas were suggested. The maintenance level of the company was
identified through the survey and maturity matrix.

Reliability and Validity of Research
The research was done to find the strategic solution for the unwanted kiln stop. The reliability
of the research was assured by using the triangular approach for answering the research
questions. The literature review was done related to the plant problem and suggestion were
made for the PM plans. FTD was studied to find different operation that might affect machine
performance. On the other hand, risk analyses were done to understand the risk factor in the
kiln area. The experience from the plant was used to build an effective PM plan. The result
of the research also resembles that plant is lagging effective ideas for maintenance.

Each cement plant differs from each other. There are limited scientific publication
combining the topic of cement plant, kiln area, mechanical failure and PM. But different
scientific study has taken place as individual topic. Therefore, it is very difficult to valid this
research with exact scientific reference. This PM plans suggested in this research has been
validate by using practical measures. Most of the time during the research has been spent on
the plant checking maintenance operation performed by an individual. All the performed
operation was logged for continuous information. The survey was taken among the
professionals in the plant to know more problems and views related to the system.

Assessment of the Result and Sensitivity Analysis
The importance of research reflects the need of change in PM for the plant. The theory
suggest that kiln area of cement plant is very challenging to operate without problems. Each
of the component in the kiln area has vital role for the operation of the kiln. Each of the
component are interlocked so any minor factors can stop the kiln.

The kiln availability for the year 2019 was 81.7% while the target was 95%. The acceptable
kiln stop limit was 10. There were extra 58 unplanned kilns stop more than then the
target.(Finnsementti 2019) The contribution of mechanical failure in the plant was 43.93%
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to stop the kiln (Appendix I). The ultimate target of the plant is to end all the mechanical
failures, but the implementation of PMs plans is in the initial phase, it is expected that the
plant performance will improve gradually in the coming year. The negligence of any PM
plans in kiln area can degrade the kiln performance. Implementing effective PM plans can
reduce the cost and improve plant efficiency. The result obtained from the research also
indicate that the plant operation is not getting enough attention on PM work. The problem
presented in the result are in the form of representation of other problems too.

Key Findings
The finding of this research relates to cement plant, maintenance plan and kiln area. Since
cement production is a mature topic, still wide range of new topic is available on the
maintenance part. It was found that most of the research were focused making efficient
process for the cement, clinker production. The key information that revels in this research
are:
•

The size and working principle of the kiln can be different in each cement plant.

•

Incorrect maintenance plans can take one third cost of total maintenance cost while
implementing correct PM approach can make a profit up 12.5% of yearly budget.

•

FTD can simplify the sequence of failure and makes easy to find root cause of the
problem

•

Risk analyses highlight the risk level of the equipment and help to make maintenance
plans according to the priority

•

Conditional monitoring can give significant amount of information which will help
to identify exact maintenance time.

•

CM is expensive way to solve the problem in the plant but when PM problem is fix
immediately using CM, it is profitable investment on long run.

The maintenance idea suggested for the plant is not an optimize version. This is a positive
step for improving PM work. Gathering information while developing PM plans will make
convenient to take decision while the equipment fails.

Novelty Value of the Result
There has been different kind of research paper on cement plant. The research is scattered in
cement industry. Some research are focused on the rotation of the kiln e.g. (Muthanandan,
Nor, K. A. B. M. 2019), some have studied status of energy use and saving in cement plant
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e.g. (Madlool, Saidur et al. 2011), while some have analysis the model of kiln e.g. (Saidur,
Hossain et al. 2011). Individual topic relating to cement plant, maintenance engineering,
development of kilns has been widely studied. The idea of PM plans focused for combination
of mechanical failure and kiln area of cement plant has been out of attention. Although this
research is at basic level it can open the doors to develop further good PM ideas for the kiln
area.

General Utilization of Result
The problem showed in the result section is practical example on PM work. It reflects the
consequences which can result in failure of main system. Those representative problem can
help to evaluate the maintenance plan needed in the plant. It will give an opportunity to
review the current maintenance system. This approach can be implemented for the
development of other parts of plant too. The use of FTD and risk analysis in this research
can be useful to examine other failure system of the plant too.

Topic for the Future Research
Although the suggestion of PM actions made for kiln area is on preliminary stage, more
research is needed to make PM plans more concrete and effective. The other research topics
can be:
•

Each critical equipment used in the kiln area can be studied in detail way. All the
critical equipment used in the kiln area have different working conditions.

•

Evaluation of the PM plans suggested in this research. This will help to justify
whether the suggested plans will improve the plant performance. It will also highlight
the areas missed by this research.

•

Studying the reliability of each system/equipment has significant importance in
cement industry. Equipment used in the cement plant rarely operates in ideal
condition. Impact of external factor is always high at the cement plant.

•

Further research should be conducted on the process, electrical and automation
systems too. Why are the problems that arise causing the equipment to suddenly fail
repeatedly?

The field of science is a broad field of research. More topic of research will arise when the
above questions are investigated. It is a continuous process. More research combining PM
with different sections of plant area will help to increase the efficiency of plant.
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CONCLUSION

This research project focuses on the possible improvements and implementation of the PM
system in a building material production plant. The research was done in Lappeenranta
where CRH have a subsidiary cement manufacturing plant, Finnsementti Oy. The research
was performed under the supervision of LUT and Finnsementti Oy.

The general operation of the manufacturing process was observed for several months to gain
a thorough understanding of both the chemical and mechanical systems. The operation of
different mechanical equipment during the production of cement was the main source of
practical information. The research is focused on drafting the PM plan, concentrating on kiln
area of Lappeenranta Cement plant, Finnsementti Oy. The literature review made clear
understanding on cement plant, kiln area and importance of maintenance. The main reason
behind this research is due to increasing number of unwanted kilns stops at the plant. The
plant had repetitively unwanted kiln stops, and management realized that introducing the
PM plans can avoid the unplanned stops. The goal of the research was completed by
understanding the current maintenance problems on kiln area and suggesting the possible
improvement maintenance actions.

The research started with understanding of different equipment involved during cement
production process. The cement plant was divided into two sections: cement mill area and
kiln area. The kiln area in the plant is combination of raw mill, homogenization silo, PHT,
kiln, clinker cooler, clinker conveyer. This research is limited on kiln area with PHT, kiln,
clinker cooler and clinker conveyer. Maintenance activities were observed in the kiln area at
the first phase. Kiln is major concern equipment in the cement plant and unplanned kiln stop
has been major issue for the plant. It was noticed that the kiln area was missing effectual
maintenance plan which was lead cause for kiln failure. Appendix I shows the list of kin stop
with the reasons. The highest numbers of unplanned kiln stops were due to process and
mechanical reasons. Mechanical failures were main concern to this research and each of the
mechanical failures were classified that relates to major equipment. All the major equipment
of the kiln area was place under risk analysis to show the level of risks so that more emphases
is given on highly risk equipment. FTD made for critical equipment of kiln area help to show
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potential cause of system failures and highlight the need of maintenance. A survey was taken
to know the views of company personal about the current maintenance situation of the plant

The result of the thesis has opened the need of effective PM work. Current PM from the
contractors could not meet the standard of company. The failure of the equipment could be
avoided using the proper PM techniques. These fresh plans have been partially implemented
in the plant and result is directed in positive directions. During the first quarter of operation
there has been dropdown of kiln stop. The repetition of problems which can stop the kiln has
been minimize instead new problem are occurring each time. (Finnsementti 2019)

The suggestion prepared for the plant are developed after seeing the improvement
opportunity in maintenance system. In order to increase effectiveness of plans, detailed
quantitative analysis including probability analysis of critical components should be done in
further studies. It might have been possible to make more accurate plans, but it was not
attempted in this research work. The failure in the kiln differ in each of the kiln stop. The
failure probability of critical equipment on kiln area depending on other equipment which
help to drive the systems together. The number of machines, types of machine used in the
plant varies. Each equipment on kiln area need to be isolated for detailed study. They are
isolated in order to simplify the analysis and later on they should be coupled together to get
the holistic view of the overall plant. In current stage, the plans are at the primary level and
possibility of improvement is available. The implementations of suggestions will help to
develop deep understanding on each equipment of the kiln area. The suggestion that were
provided by the company personals were motivating for this research.
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